Department of Geology, A.M.U., Aligarh observed the twenty fifth day of January, 2018 as the 8th National Voters’ day. This day is celebrated in order to commemorate the birth of Election Commission of India on January 25, 1950. The main motto of this day is to encourage more young and eligible voters to take part in the political process and the electoral machinery.

In this regard, the teaching, non-teaching staff, research scholars and students gathered in the audio visual hall of the department for Voter’s Pledge. The Chairperson of the department Prof. Syed Ahmad Ali administered the Voter’s Pledge. He also announced that a slogan writing competition and an essay writing competition had been organized to mark the occasion. The theme of the essay writing competition was ‘Accessible Election’. Students from B.Sc, M.Sc and PhD participated in the competition and made the event successful.